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"The layout, architecture and decorations were designed
1.l)

after a Pompeiian garden-style

house. The curved styling stations offer

open air space while also providing individual privacy. The stations are
separated from the shampoo area by a curved glass water wall, only the
second of its kind in the United States. The spa waiting area features an
atrium surrounded by columns, connecting

individual treatment

rooms

named after Roman emperors. Adding to the
atmosphere of an ancient spa, several authentic
Roman artifacts are displayed

in cases."

Location: Pewaukee, Wisconsin
Opened: July 8. 2000
Remodeled: November 29,
2006
Owner: Douglas Saloga
Website: www.spargospa.com
Salon style: Luxurious Tuscan
comfort
Square footage: 7.900
Styling stations: 11
Treatment rooms: 11
Equipment: Belvedere, Shiloh
Cabinetry
Furniture: Crate & Barrel,
Pottery Barn. Room & Board
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transcendent
atmosphere."
- Thompson
"Ahhhh, Italia!" - Peter
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Design: Doug Safoga
Architect: Doug and Ed
Saloga. Saloga Builders
Judges' comments: "Use of
color. textures and variety of
materials create a warm and
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Visit www.salontoday.com to view more
photos of our Salons of the Year.
See examples of space-saving color
bars, stunning treatment rooms, outside
shots and more!

